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multiply by ~ (a/ra)*-1, where r^OP and /e = 3.    We thus find
attraction of the ring at any external point P' in the plane of the ring is the sum of resolved attractions of the elements at Q
and JR.   In this way we find X' = — I $*_!<#$, where the limits are
0 to \ir.
The potentials for these two laws of force being known, the corresponding potentials for any other inverse law may be deduced from the theorem (Art. 97)
' K^    fc + 1 <x2 - r2
The potentials at points in the plane of the ring being known, the potential at any point R of space may be found by the rule of Art. 187. If (a, z) be the coordinates of R} we write e*x for r and multiply, by e*"1.
For example, when the law of force is the inverse square, the
the  limits
potential at 0 to £71-.
s
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Instead of using the angles OPR=0, ORP=(f>, we may use the third angle = $ of the triangle OPR, or the angle % subtended by OR at A, so that
Supposing i/ze Zaiy of force to be that of the. inverse square of the. distance, the potential at P is then
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where the limits are ^=0 to TT, and %=0 to ^?r, and d!s is an element of arc.    Those results hold whether P is internal or external, provided it is in the plane of the circle.
191.   Ex. 1.    Investigate Plana's theorem that the attraction of a uniform circular ring at an external point in the plane of the ring is
the limits being 0 to ATT.                                                    [Turin Memoirs, 1R20.]
Ex. 2.   Prove that the potential of a thin uniform attracting ring at an intoraal
point P in its plane very close to the circumference is ultimately 2m log 8a/£, where
£ is the distance of P from the ring.
We take the general expression for the potential given as an elliptic integral in
Art. 190 and put rja = Jc, where ft is to be ultimately put equal to unity.    We have
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The last integral can be found, and is equal to -log{(l~/c'2)*/(l + 7c)j-.    The other


